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The only dedicated event for network professionals to share best
practice and drive innovation in decarbonising heat in the UK

Nowhere else can you ...





Supported by

Gain unique insight into the challenges and opportunities surrounding
decarbonising heat in the UK to meet the government’s emissions targets
Get to grips with the new infrastructure demands and technologies driving the
future of gas
Work with the industry’s leading minds during breakout discussions to find out
how heat networks and district heating can contribute to decarbonisation
Hear direct from government on how it is supporting the decarbonisation of
heat in the UK
@Network_mag
#futureofheat

BOOK NOW: event.networks.online/heat

The new UK gathering of government, industry
and technology leaders, working together to
achieve effective heat decarbonisation across
the UK within the next 20 years

Future of Heat Conference
The Future of Heat is a brand new event from the
team who organise the annual Network Forum and
Awards. The new conference will address the issues
surrounding decarbonising heat across the UK, with
a strong focus on learning from ongoing projects
and developing both policy and technical solutions
to current and future challenges.
Domestic and industrial heating was responsible
for over 32% of Britain’s total emissions in 2015 and
about 85% of the UK’s heating comes from natural
gas, which is delivered through the gas network.
This puts the UK in a unique position that will
require tailored solutions, both local and national.
In 2016, the government committed £320m to a
capital investment programme to support up to
200 projects to help upgrade heating in towns
and cities. But, the UK is significantly off track to
achieving the fourth and fifth carbon budgets which
cover the period to 2032, and the lack of progress to
decarbonise heating could make or break the UK’s
carbon plans. Substantial improvements in energy
efficiency, more efficient gas appliances, greener
forms of gas, and alternative heat technologies
could deliver an 80%+ reduction in emissions by
2050.
The first Future of Heat Conference will help
regulators, local authorities, central government,
generators, network operators and other
stakeholders to set out the route forward towards
decarbonising heat across the UK. An array of
expert speakers and panellists will address the
direction of travel and how the sector’s players can
realise the new opportunities being created in this
new decarbonised heat world.
Mathew Beech

Portfolio manager
Energy & utilities conferences

Who should attend?
Stakeholders with an interest in the future of decarbonised
heat in the UK including: policy makers, local government,
regulators, generators, network operators, supply chain,
academia, finance, legal and consultancy. The conference
brings together all stakeholders involved, to create an
environment to move the future of heat agenda forward.
This conference will be of particular interest to CEOs,
COOs, directors, heads and managers responsible for:
Strategy
Policy
 Infrastructure
 Gas transmission
 Networks

Agenda

08:40 Registration, refreshments and networking
09:20 Chair’s welcome
Dr Keith MacLean OBE, Managing director,
Providence Policy

VISION FOR DECARBONISATION OF
HEAT WITHIN THE CLEAN GROWTH
STRATEGY
09:25 How is UK government supporting heat decarbonisation?
• Setting a clear, long-term framework for industry to
align their strategy and investment plans, and drive
forward innovation in technologies and business models
• Identifying key opportunities for decarbonising heat:
electrification, gas alternatives, energy efficiency
• Phasing out installation of high carbon fossil fuel heating
off the gas grid, during the 2020s and other actions
Vedantha Kumar, Head of external engagement,
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS)
09:45 Increasing the role of electrification in future of heat
• The role of heat pumps and heat networks in
decarbonising heat
• Managing peak power demand and impact on the
network
• The role of new build in supporting the electrification of
heat
Michael Lewis, Chief executive, E.ON UK
10:05 Future of gas: how can gas support a low carbon future?
• Insights into the role of gas in decarbonising heat
• Impact on the gas network and how possible alternatives
may affect this
• Overview of some key alternatives: biomethane,
hydrogen & carbon capture use and storage (CCUS)
Phil Sheppard, Director of gas transmission,
National Grid
10:25 Energy efficiency at home
• Overview of new energy efficiency and heating
technologies to enable lower cost low carbon homes
• Opportunities to improve energy efficiency in the new
build sector
• Retrofitting energy efficiency solutions in older housing
stock
Tom Thackray, Director of infrastructure, CBI
10:45 Quiz the panel:
Led by the chair and audience this interview-style session is
interactive and participatory in nature, allowing you to provide
questions and vote on your favourites from the floor.
11:05 	Refreshments, networking and exhibition

Energy futures
Low carbon
 Asset management
 Regulation









(subject to change)

event.networks.online/heat

Stay up to date with energy networks news that directly affects your business at www.networks.online

LOWER CARBON AND CLEAN GAS
ALTERNATIVES: PROS AND CONS
11:35 	Innovations in hydrogen as a clean gas
• How can hydrogen replace or supplement the current
gas network?
• Overcoming the challenges in cost of generation of clean
hydrogen
• Case study: Hydrogen 100 feasibility study
Angus Mcintosh, Director of energy futures, SGN
11:55 	Are alternative gases a viable solution for the heat
consumers of the future?
• A guide to the role of alternative gases in the future
energy mix for domestic heating
• Understanding the impact on the gas network of
introducing alternative gases
• Cost, efficiency and availability of alternative gases
(biogas, digester/landfill gas, methane and recycled flue
gas)
Matt Hindle, Head of gas, Energy Networks Association

ACCELERATING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
IMPROVEMENTS
12:15 	Check event.networks.online/heat for more details
12:30 Scaling up retrofit: where can low cost energy efficiencies
be made in existing homes?
• Delivering a national retrofit programme
• Developing strategies to retrofit as many homes as
possible to EPC band C by 2035
• Engaging with householders to encourage consumers
to support energy efficiency
Richard Miller, Director of consultancy,
Miller-Klein Associates & Associate,
Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)
12:50 Quiz the panel:
Led by the chair and audience this interview-style session is
interactive and participatory in nature, allowing you to provide
questions and vote on your favourites from the floor.
13:10 Buffet lunch, networking and exhibition

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

@Network_mag
#futureofheat

14:10-15:20

The breakout sessions give you a unique chance to tackle some of the
key challenges facing the heat sector. The host will introduce the topic
and guide a debate and practical workshop with the aim of working
towards generating solutions.

HEAT NETWORKS AND DISTRICT HEATING
PROJECTS
How can “heat as a service”
contribute to a lower carbon heating agenda in UK?
Matthew Lipson, Head of consumer insight,
Energy Systems Catapult
Sharing learnings from outside UK in establishing and
running district heating as part of a national strategy
Ian Manders, UK energy policy advisor, Danish Embassy
Insights into the new regulation landscape for heat
networks
Charlotte Owen, Policy officer,
Association for Decentralised Energy
Questions & interactive audience discussion

INCREASING ELECTRIFICATION OF HEAT
Case Study: Flexible Residential Energy Efficiency
Demand Optimisation and Management (FREEDOM)
project on heat pumps
Faithful K. Chanda, Innovation and low carbon networks
engineer, Western Power Distribution
Smart electricity management to meet the demand for
future heat
Barry Hatton, Director of asset management,
UK Power Networks
Optimisation of heating and smart heating controls through
next generation intelligent energy systems
Toby Ferenczi, Director of strategy, OVO
Questions & interactive audience discussion
15:20 Refreshments, networking and exhibition

HOW SHOULD MARKETS EVOLVE TO
SUPPORT A LOW CARBON FUTURE?
15:50 Future of heat open debate – making it happen
This wide-ranging debate on the impact of decarbonising
heat will work out what the priorities are, how to do it
fairly and what is the best way forward. From alternative
heat decarbonisation pathways, the role of government to
funding mechanisms, and carbon pricing.
Dr David Joffe, Team leader – economy wide analysis,
Committee on Climate Change
Charles Wood, Policy manager, Energy UK
Stephen Hargreaves, Corporate strategy director,
EDF Energy
Stuart Easterbrook, Future gas strategy manager, Cadent
16:50 	End of Conference

event.networks.online/heat

book online now at

event.networks.online/heat
Booking type

Book before 15 March

Full rate

Utilities, public sector, non-profit, academic

£395 (+VAT)

£495 (+VAT)

Standard

£495 (+VAT)

£595 (+VAT)

Fees include all day access to the event, available conference presentations post event, buffet lunch and refreshments for registered
delegates only. Fees do not include travel costs or accommodation. Shared places are not permitted.

More reasons
to book...
What delegates at
previous Network
events have said

30%
OFF

Team
booking
offer

‘Fantastic speakers
and a very good
audience. Perfect’

‘Interesting topics
by enthusiastic
speakers’

‘Very topical with
insights not available
elsewhere’

‘Interesting and
thought provoking with
useful networking’

Network planner,
SSE Power
Distribution

Innovation
implementation
engineer,
Electricity North West

Associate director,
Navigant

Asset strategy
manager, National Grid
Gas Distribution

Book 2 delegates from your team and any subsequent bookings
will receive 30% off.
Contact Ria Beal on +44 (0)1342 332050 or email
riabeal@fav-house.com for more information.

@Network_mag
#futureofheat

Branding & thought leadership opportunities
Align your organisation with the UK’s leading platform for policy and regulatory debate across energy networks
to demonstrate your thought leadership in an ever-evolving landscape. For more information, contact Helen Smith
on +44 (0)1342 332109 or email helensmith@fav-house.com to discuss your objectives.

Want to update your details or stop receiving communications from Network conferences? If you wish to update your contact details or do not wish to receive ANY further contact
from Network conferences, please email datadepartment@fav-house.com and request that your details are amended or removed from the Network conferences database.

event.networks.online/heat

